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Absiract

A survey of modes of stimulus presentation used in studies

of selective attention, in both vision and audition, suggests that

the two eyes oï the two visual fiel-ds, considered as separate input

channels, process informatl-on differently than the two ears. The

difference between modalitl-es can be attributed to the decussation

of the optic nerve. whereas each ear can be considered a separate

channel to a respective contralateral hemisphere, each eye is better

conceived as two channels, one to an ipsilateral and the other to a

contralateral hemisphere. In order to study Èhe conceptualization

of the hemiretinal fields as channels, a new design for dichoptic

viewing apparatus was developed, based on the horopter' The data

were analyzed by Contralateral Contingent Event Analysis- When

visual stimuli are considered ín terms of input to hemiretinal

fields, results similar to those for auditory stimuli are obtained'

It was concluded that' not only are the hemiretinal fields analogous

to the ears as separate input channels, but the apparatus was

feasible for dichoptic viewing tasks in selecÈive attention.
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CHAPTER T

Introduction

Theories of Setective Attention

selective attention is primarily concerned with the division of

attention among "concurrent streams of mental activityt' (Kahneman,

1973). Whether or not attention is divisible is pertinenË to the

argument of this thesís.
lfl¡ere are two anecdotal observations that bear on the problem

of divisibility of attention. one of these observations is that often

one does multiple overt activities simultaneously, such as talking

while driving. one apparently divides his attention between the con-

current activities. A second observation is that, when two or more

overË stimuli are presented simultaneously, often only one of them

elicitsaresponseandtheothersevokenoresponse.Ifallthe
stimuli elicit responses, the responses typically appear to be

successive rather than simultaneous. To account for the apparent

clivisÍbility of attention, a number of theories have been developed'

Broadbent'sfiltertheory.Broadbent's(1958)modelof
attention assumed a sequence of three elements: a short-term

storage (s-system), a selective filter, and a limited capacity

channel (P-system). Concurrent stimuli enter into the S-system in

parallel, and are analyzed there for physical features' More

elaborate perceptual analyses are carried out in the P-system' This

system deals serially with those stimuli selected by the filter' The

amount of time spent on each stimulus depends on the amount of infor-

mation that the stimulus conveys. Vihen Èhe P-system has cleared'

thefítterallowsanewstimuLustoenter'Thus'whentwostimuli
are presented simultaneously, they can be handted successively, but

only if the processing of the first is,completed before the record.

of the other in the S-system has decayed'

Fitter theory impties that attention cannot be divided between
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two stimuli at the same time because the P-system perfollns no

parallel processing of discrete stimuli. The apparent division of

attention in performance of concurrent activities is mediated by

alternation between channels, defined as any physical characteristic

for which the filter can be set, or bet\^Ieen responses. According to

Broadbent (1958), the rate of alternation is slow (the minímum

dwetl-time, the amo¡¡ilt of tíme that the filter must remain on one

channel before it can s\,üitch to another channel' of the filter being

about 300- to 500-msec.). The processing of simultaneous complex

messages fails when the processing of the first message that enters

the P-system is so prolonged that the traces of the other message

are lost from the S-system before they can be retrieved'

Atthough the model is based on the entire experimental

evidence.reviewed in Perception and Conununication (Broadbent, 1958),

the major experiment is the split-span experiment (Broadbent, 1954) '
Three simultaneous pairs of digits, or other signals' are presented

to a subject' \Âlho is required to recall them' Typicalty, one of

each pair is presented to one ear simultaneously with the presentation

to the other ear of the other half of the pair. The criterion is the

percentage of lists completely correct. Broadbent found that recall

by ear (teft-left-1eft-right-right-right ILLLRRR] or RRRLLT) was

much superior (90% of the total number of lists correct as compared

to less than 2Oe") to alternating recall by ear (f,nf,nf,n or RLRIRI) .

He, thus, suggested that the only information that got through the

fitter was that from the accepted channel. since subjects in the

alternating recaIl task could give some correct lists, it is pos-

sible that some information from rejected messages does bypass the

the filter.
In 1953, Cherry íntroduced the technique of speech shadowing,

the technique of asking a subject to verbally repeat a continuous

messaçJe while hearing it. cherry requested the subject to repeat

a messaçle through one ear while he played a different, distracting

',',]
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message into the other. He found that the subjects could repeat the

acceptedmessage,themessagetobeshadowedasdesignatedbythe
experimenter.Althoughthesubjectwasunabletorecallthesemantic
contentorthelanguageoftherejectedmessaçfe(thedistracting
message), he could distinguish some general physical characteristics

(e.g.rwhetherornottherejectedmessage\^Taswordsormusic'lvas
a prose passage or a list' or was spoken by a male or by a female) "

With a similar experimental task, Moray (1959) found that a subject's

namecouldcauseashiftinattention'Apparently'someinformation
inrejectedmessagesisabletobypassthefilter.Itappears'then'
that selection is not an all-or-none process as Broadbent proposed'

Treismanrs attqntuation theory. In order to account for the

fact that at least some of the rejected message does get past the

filterrTreismanpropose'damodificationofBroadbentrs(1958)
theory.Shesuggestedthatthefilteringwasnotall-or-none:the
rejected message was merely attenuated' not eradicated' In her model'

ínformation enters the system through a mrnl¡er of paraltel channels'

Atthelevelofapreprocessor,themessagesareanalyzedforcrude
physical properties, such as loudness' pitch' and spatial location'

Thisínformationisavailabletoconsciousperception,andforre-
porting by the subject, regardless of what happens Èo the message

beyond this point. The preprocessor can also act to attenuate the

signal strength depending upon whether or not the signal has the

requisitecharacteristic(e.g.,aparticularloudness'aparticular
pitch,oraparticularspatiallocation)'Thismeansthattheout-
put from the preprocessor is dífferentiatly weighted'

The attenuated (rejected) messages and the one unattenuated

(accepted) message pass deeper into the nervous system until they

reachthemainprocessor(thedictionary).Atthislevel,according
to Treisman, a message activates hypothetical ''dictionary units'' in

memory. Each unit has a threshold that must be exceeded for per-

ceptiontooccur.Thethresholdsforhighlysignificantstimuli

..: : ;.:'::'i
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(e.g., one's name) are pertnanently lowered. The threshold for a

stimulus that the context makes probable is lowered temporarily' Even

if such signals have been attenuated, they will trigger the appropriate

dictionary units and perception will occur. Neutral attentuated sig-

nals are not able to trigger their appropriate dictionary units be-

cause their signal strength has been attenuated by the filter' How-

ever, unattenuated signals are able to do so and, hence, the message

is perceived. In general, rejected signals do not activate the cor-

responding dictionary units, except when the threshold of one of these

uníts is exceptíona1lY low.

A postulate of the preceding two models is that there is a

mechanísm that receives the input in parallel and converts it to

sequential form for processing. The parallel to sequential conver-

sion suggests the image of a bottleneck, a stage at which information

flow is restricted. It may be that the postulate of a structural

bottleneck is not lvarranted-

capacity thgory. A capacity theory of attention provides an

alternative to theories that explain man's limitations by assr:ming

the existence of structural bottlenecks (i'e', the conversion from

paralle] to sequentíal processing). fnstead of such bottlenecks' a

capacity theory (as described by Kahneman, L973) assumes that there

is a general limit on man's capacity to perform lÁlork. It also assumes

that this limited capacity can be all-ocated wíth considerable freedom

among concurrent activities (Moray, l.967). To explain man's límited

ability to carry out multiple tasks at the same time, a capacity theory

assumes that the absolute amount of attention that can be deployed at

any tirne is limíted.
Both types of theory (structural and capacity) predict that con-

current activities are likely to be mutually interfering' but they

ascribe the interference to different causes. In a structural model,

interference occurs when the same mechanism (e'g., the filter) is

required to carry out two incompatible operations simultaneously' In

.. .:- :.: ..:. i
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a capacity model, ínterference occurs when the demands of two con-

current activities:exceed avaíIabte capacity' Thus' a structural

model irnplies that interference between tasks is specific (Kahneman'

1973),anddependsonthedegreetowhichthetaskscallforthesame
mechanisms.fnacapacitymodelrinterferenceisnonspecific
(Kahneman,LgT3),anddependsonlyonthedemandsofbothtasks'

The capacity model would account for any physically possible

behavior that is wíthin the capacity timitations of the organism' un-

fortunately, capacity limitation is the only real restriction of the

model.Becausethísmodelcarraccountforanyphysicallyormentally
possible behavior within the capacity limitations of the organism'

including hypothetical behaviors that do not occur, the model is less

useful for predicting behavior than the structural models, which are

more restrictive in concePt'

Moray|sswitchingtheory.oncetheinputhasenteredthesystem
in parallel, ít encounters an unspecified structural bottleneck that

reducestheprocessingtoaSeguentiatformat.Moray,Fitter,ostry,
Favreau, and Nagy (1975) say that it does not matter whether the

selective mechanism (the bottleneck) is a discontinuous (Broadbent'

1g5g) or a continuous (Treisman' 1960) filtering device; what matters

isthepropositionthatseguentialprocessingoccurs.Morayetal.
(1975) do not discuss whether or not the switching speed can change'

buttheydosaythattheamountoftimespentonanyonechannelvaries
direcËIy with the amount of time required to make a decisíon about the

input.Thus,indirectly,theswitchingratevarieswithdecisiontime.
In the situation in which Moray et al. (f975) $Iere concerned' different

pitchtoneburstrseriesreachseriescomposedofbothtargetsand
nontargets'arepresentedtoeachoftheears.Theydescribetheen-
suing decision statez

Assoonasthefirstbursthasbeenprocessedtothepoint
atwhichtheobservercandecidewhethertosay''yes..or
,,no", processíng of the first burst stops and processing

ofthesecondburstoritstracebegins.Eitherwhenthe
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second has been processed to a point where a decision can

be mader or !ìIhen time runs out and a decisiont howevert

unsatisfactory to the observer' must be made the observer
presses (or refrains f¡:om pressing, for a t'no") the
ãppropriate buttons. Since nontargets are more frequent
than targets, they wilt be associated wiÈh a shorter
decision time that the latter (H1'man' 1953): so short in
fact that correctly to process a nontarget leaves enough

tjme thoroughly to process the second burst' as though it
alone had båen processed' The longer decision tíme
associated with the rarer target cuts down the time

^ available for processing the second burst' and also
resultsinprocessingaweakenedtraceforshortbursÈs'
and the detãctability of the second target therefore
faltrs (pp. 14'15)

There are two points ín emphasize in the above statement'

First, what Moray et al. (1975) refer to as the "second burst" is

in in reality presented simultaneously with the "first burst"' It

is called the second burst because it is the second input to be pro-

cessed. This occurs merely because the switch is not set for the

particularchannelonwhichthatburstoccurs.Becausebothbursts
are presented simultaneously, processing of the second burst will

always be on the trace of the second burst'

Second, the amount of tíme spent processing the second burst

varies directly with the amount of time available after the completion

ofprocessingonthefirstburst.Ifthefirstburstdoesnotre-
quire much processing time for a decision to be made' more time is

available to process the second burst' As the amount of time re-

quiredbythefirstbursttomakeadecisionincreases,theamount
oftimeavailableforprocessingthesecondbursLdecreases.Thus,
atleastwiththesimptesignalsusedbyMorayetal.(1975),the
first burst is always completety processed' The second burst may

or may not be completely processed, depending on the amount of time

taken bY the first burst'
An analysis of this model shows that there is a structural

bottleneck,whichcouldbesimilartoeitherBroadbentrs(1958)
discontinuous or Treisman's (1960) continuous filter' Once past this

1':-::;
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bottleneck the processing is seguential. However, dwell-tine on any

one channel is consËrued as variable. The variability depends upon

the amounÈ of time that is taken to make a decision abount the stimu*

lation on that channel. The variability of the switch dwell-time

brings the switching theory more in line with the selective attentÍon

data. In a later section, differences in predictions between the four

theories will be discussed'

,Theconceptofchannels.oneoftheassumptionsoftheabove
four models is the notion of a channel' As noted previously' a

channelisdefinedasanyphysicalcharacteristicforwhichthe
selecting device (or allocator in the case of the capacity models) can

be set. Examples of channels include such manifest physical char-

acteristics as spatiar rocation, pitch, intensity, voice qualities,

andtimbre.Inotherwords,thenotionofchannelsassumesthatthe
stimulus field is partitioned into segnents or groups' The Gestalt laws

ofgroupingwouldd.escribetheoperationofthisstage;forexample,
successivesoundsthatorigínateinthesameplacewouldbemorelikely
to be grouped as a unit than sounds from different places'

Theconceptofchannelsisveryimportanttoattention.Ithas
been noted that effective search is possible only when all potential

targets share a physical characteristic that permits these targets to

be grouped together (wílliams , :-:g66i von Wright, L968, 1970) ' Kahneman

(1973) States that ,,the properties that provide strong units also allow

for the effective control of attention, because attention is most

easily directed toward' a natural unit" (p' 74) or Gestalten'

Experimentersinaudítoryselectiveattentionhavealmostun-
animously used different spatial locations as the stimulus input channels'

stimuli are typically presented dichotically in shadowing tasks or

monitoringtasks,ataskinwhichthesubjectistorespondtotarget
stimulíwithinacontinuousstreamofnontargetstimulinomatteron
which channel the target occurs. The stimulation presented to each

ear is assumed to be processed separately' That is' there is no
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mixing of the auditory stimulation, presented to separate ears' along

the ascending sensory pathways until the stimulation reaches the

cortex.
withrespecttothevisualsystem,aninterestinganatomical

point is that each retina is functionally divided into two regions'

which receive input from the left and right visual fields' The right

visual field is mediated by both the right nasal hemiretina and the

left temporal hemiretina. similarly, the left visual field is mediated

by both the left nasal and right temporal hemiretina. correspondingly'

ganglion cell axons from the right nasal and the left temporal hemi-

retinae project to the left cerebral hemisphere and ganglion cell

axons from the left nasal and the right temporal hemíretínae project

to the right cerebraL hemisphere, There are interhemispheric con-

nections through the consnissure fibers crossing the corpus callosum,

butthereisnoknowninteractionbetweentheneuralpathwaysofthe
two eyes at any level more pheripheral than the thalamic geniculates'

Before the two modafities can be appropriately compared, there

isaquestionofwhetherornotthereisanapproriatevisualanalogue
to auditory input channels. When the two modalities are compared' it

becomesapparentthatsomemethodsofstimuluspresentationinvision
may be more analogous to dichotic stimulus presentation in audition

than other methods of presentation. The fírst possible appropriate

analogue is the conceptualization of each eye as an input channel' A

second appropriate analogrue is the consideration of the right and left

visual fields as the input channels. The final conceptualization of

visual input channels is the hemiretinal fields. Each hemiretinal

field would be considered a separate channel. It is submitted that the

mostappropriateconceptuafizationofvisualinputchannelsisthatof
the hemiretinal fields'

Experímental Survey of Visual Input Channels

In the last section, it was suggested

the hemiretinal fields as input channels was

that the concePt of

the most aPProPriate
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analogue to the concept of the ears as separate input channels' This

suggestion would be much stronger if it were supported by the findings

in the literature.
Before exploring the literature, however, the definition of

"visual field" should be clarified. sanders (1963) has made a

relevant distincÈion among three orthogonal types or subdivisions

of the visual fietd: the headfield, that part of the visual field

that can be sampled by moving the head; the eyefield, that part of

the visuat field that can be sampled by noving the eyes, but with

the head held stationary; and the stationary fietd, that region that

can be sampled while holding both head and eyes stationary.

sander's distinctions provide a useful division for work on

visual ättention. Moving the head may totally prevent visual input

from some parts of the environment, but it changes merely the

direction of auditory stimuli relevant to the ears. Moving the

eyes will affect the retinal location of the stimulus- The auditory

recepËors cannot be moved independently of head movement' The

stationary field seems to be more relevant to visual selective

attention than either the headfield or the eyefield, especíally

since dichotic stimuli are typically presented to the separate

ears via stereophonic earphones, which ensure that moving the head

will not affect the perception of the direction of the stimulation'

AI1 of the following studies have controlled for head' and eye

movement (i.e., have used the stationary field) '

Sampson and his colleagues (Sampson, L964¡ Sampson & Horrocks'

Lg67 ¡ Sampson & spong, 1961a, 1961b) conducted a seríes of studies

using a slide projector to back-project stimuli onto a screen. An

opaque division prevented the teft eye from seeing the right side

of the field and the right eye from seeíng the left side of the

field. In some of the experiments (Sampson & Spong' 1961a' 1961b)

fixation points were provided. By fusing them, a standard direction

of gaze was maintained. They used the split-span method of pre-
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sentation, in which sigmals were presented simultaneously to each

eye. The subjects v¡ere required to recall the sigmals after the

entire series had been presented. Although, in the original

split-span experiments in audition, Broadbent (1954) had found

that listeners tended to recall all the stimuli from one ear

fotlowed by all those from the other ear, sampson and spong (1961a'

1961b) did not find this, They found that viewers tended to recall

the presented digíts as simultaneous pairs, not separated by eye'

This result does not seem suqprising, however, since, it two digits

appear side by side in the visual field, reading bias alone would

give a tendency for them to be read as single two-digit numbers.

To read them otherwise might be expected to require practice.

In order to overcome the positive effects of reading bias,

sampson (Lg64) presented digits to one eye and' colored patches to

the other- Although there were çJreat individual differences, at

least some of the subjects tended to report all digits together

and then all colors together rather than pairing digits and colors'

In addition, digits were recalled with fewer errors than colors,

and had a shorter response time.

one possible interpretation of these results is that response

factors were involved rather than attentional ones. Most people

have probably had greater practice at naming numbers than color

patches in everyåay life, and, thus, perhaps show a reduced latency

for numbers (Moray, 1970). Sampson did not control for this effect'

Tn 1967, Sampson and Horrocks explored the importance of

the different regions of the visual field in more detail. The

method of presentatíon was the same as in the earlier experiments

(sampson , Ig64¡ Sampson & spong, I961a, 1961b), but the arrangement

of the stimuli in the first of their series of experiments was as

shown in Figure 1. They found that the most frequent pairing of

responses $las upper-lower; that is, the upper of a pair was given

before the lower. The only exception was the last conditíon in
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which the left side (lower) was given before the right side (upper) '
The subjects spontaneously reported in pairs. Again, as in the

previous studies, these results appear to show the effects of

reading bias.

Insert Figure I about here

In a second e><periment, reported in the same paper' they

investigated the effect of partialty overlappíng the stimuli'

either binocularly or monocularly (Figure 2). Recall \^/as more

accurate when viewing monocularl-y overlapped stimuli than when

the overlapping was caused by binocular fusion. The stimuli

tended to be recalled pair by pair, the left hand digit first.

This tendency was more marked in the monocular recall condition.

Insert Figure 2 about here

A final experiment investigated the possíble role of

binocular rivalry. slídes, similar to the binocular overlapping

condition of the previous experiment (Figure 2) , wete presented

and viewers were asked to call out after each slide what they had

seen- The stimuli presented to the Left eye were recalled with a

level of accuracy of 74.2s. and those to the right eye with 85%.

These stimuti apparently \¡rere viewed using no desigrnated fixation

points because there were no differences in accuracy of recall

between the eyes Ín those conditions in which the subjects were

required to fixate binocularly. Implicit in the sampson studies

(Sampson, L964¡ Sampson & Horrocks' 1967¡ Sampson & Spong' L96Ia'

1961b) was that there was an appropriate analogy between perception

in the auditory system and perception in the visual system. They

considered each eye as an input channel. In other words, the eyes

vüere conceived as functioning simultaneouslY as independent in-

formation sources.

11

Two difficulties with apparatus design, however, tend to
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Figure I. StjJnulus display from sampson and Horrocks (1967).
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Figure 2. Partíally gverlapping displays from sampson and Horrocks

(Te67)
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cast doubt on this suggestion. For one thing, there \¡¡as no control

kept on eye movements. The duration of each of the stimuli was

30o msec. and the interstimulus interval was 800 msec. changes

of fixatíon were possible, especially since fixation points were

not provided (Moray, L7TO). In addition, stimuli were of the

order of. 4I, of arc wide and lollt high, and appear to have been

presented at about 2Oo angfular separation. Nevertheless, the

experimenLers did not appear to attenpt to see whether acuity was

symmetrical about the fixation point.

Asecondproblemconcernedtheopticsoftheexperimental
situation. sampson and Horrocks (Lg67) say that the eyes of the

viewers probably overconverged for the display. The separation

of the centers of the display was slightly greater than the

average interpupillary distance and was not adjusted for the

individual subject; then, there could be an unknown degree of

fusion and changes in convergence, accontmodation, and brightness.

This would introduce large individual variations in acuity between

subjects (MoraY, 1970) -

ileeves and Ðixon (f970) investigated differences between

the cerebral hemispheres, Response latency to visual stimuli was

the dependent variable. The subjects were to respond simultaneously

with both hands when the stimulus appeared. The stimulus was a

signal presented to either the nasal or the temporal part of the

retina. In the nasal condition, bright point sources of 1i9ht,

well above threshold at a distance of t7 L/2 crn. and at an angle

of Z0o to the midline (presumably, the visual axis), flashed on

for2msec.Forthetemporalstimulationcondition,subjects
wore a black plastic spectacle frame with lights embedded within

the frame so that onl1z the temporal part of the retina \^Ias stimu-

Iated when the lights flashed on'

The results from the Jeeves and Dixon (1970) study show

a tendency for the response latencies from the stimuli directed

I4
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totherightcerebralhemispheretobelessthanthosefromthe
stimuti dírected to the left cerebral hemisphere' In addition'

Jeeves and Dixon (1970) ranked the response latencies from fast

response time to slow response time: (I) right hemisphere re-

ceiving (teft visual field), feft hemisphere initiatíng response

(right hand responding) , (2) right hemisphere receiving' right

hemisphere initiating response (left hand responding) t (3) Ieft

hemispherereceiving(rightvisualfield),lefthemisphereini-
tiating response (right hand responding); and (Ð left hemisphere

receiving, right hemisphere initiating response (left hand re-

sponding)"Ifthenasalandtemporalconditionsareseparated
andthenrankedbytheJeevesandDixoncriterion,theconstancy
of the above ordering is maintained (rable 1) '

Tnsert Table I about here

However,therankingoftheJeevesandÐixon(1970)data
isnotconsistentwiththefindingsfromstudiesdonebyDimond
(1970) and Dimond and Beaulìont (r97la). Dimond (1970) reported

anattempttoassesstherelativeefficiencyofthehemíspheres
and their relationship in performance on complex reaction time

tasks.Adividedvisualfieldwasusedtodirectsignalstothe
temporal or nasal hemiretina of each eye (Figure 3) ' The signals

could be presented to any of the four hemiretinae alone' or

simultaneouslY in Pairs'

Insert Figure 3 about here

I.Ihen the signals were presented singfy, there \Á¡ere no

overall significant differences between any of the four signal

conditions. Furthermore, there were no significant differences

beÈween the response of the right and the left hand in the four

15
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of conunission (i-e., responses with the

some tendencY for errors

incorrect hand) to be
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Hemisphere
receíving

Hemisphere
responding

Jee-ves and

^Dixon (1970)
Na Ta

Right

Left

l-ef t
right
left
righË

247 .7 (t)
247.9(2)
2si.3(3)
256.2(4)

232.7 (L)
234.6(2)
237 .7 (3)
242.s(4)

^Dímond 
(1970)

Na Ta

Ríght

Left

1éfÈ
right
left
right

654.7 (3)
67e.3(4)
597 .3(2)
sBO. 0 (1)

636.7 (2)
6s6. 0 (4)
651 . 3 (3)
629.3(L)

Isseroff et
^ al-. (L974)

Noa Mra

Ríght

Left

left
ríght
l-ef t
ríght

342(4)
333 (3)
306(2)
302 (1)

388 (3)
3e1 (4)
33e (1)
343(2)

NoÈe. All RTs are measured in msec.

"V"lrr"= in parentheses represent the rank of that RT.

Table 1. Mean RTs and rank associated with each experiment.

N is the nasal hemiretina, T is the temporal hemi-

retina, NO is normal words, and MI are mirror-image

words.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagran of, apparatus and visual pathways'

fro¡ Dimond (1970) " The fixation point is at the

.ì,, rnidpoint between the tv¡o screens on the same plane

ìiìì,i as the stimulus J-ight sources' RN is right nasal'

RT is right temporal, LN is left nasal' and LT is

left temPoral hemiretinae'

L7
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more frequent when the hemisphere to which the signal was sent and

the hemisphere from which the response originated were the same

(e.g., a signal sent to the right temporal hemiretina and a response

required by the left hand).

In the simultaneous double condition, when pairs of signals

were directed to both hemispheres, one signal through one eye and

the other signat through the other eye, the combined response times

of the hemispheres were lowest (fast RT). Vlhen signals \nrere directed

to different hemispheres through the same eye, one through the tem-

poral and the other through the nasal hemiretina' the reaction times

increased significantly (p less than . 05) . When both signals were

directed through different eyes to the same hemisphere' response

times were highest (slow RT). White the response times of each

hemisphere show a distinct lengthening when both signals were

directed to it simultaneously, the right hemisphere showed a greater

Iengthening than the left.
Dimond and Beaumont (f971a) studied the detection of visual

stimuli by the cerebral hemispheres during a vigilance task. They

used apparatus similar to that used in the Dimond (1970) study.

signals \^7ere present egually and randomly at the four signal

sources (Figure 3). Each signal occurred at a random point within

a IOO msec. period. They found no significant differences beLween

the performance of the right and the left hernispheres in the

detection of the signals. Hovrever, the left hemisphere consistently

produced more errors of commission than the right hemisphere. In

addition, more signals presented to the temporal hemiretinae were

detected than to the nasal hemiretinae, irregardless of the hemi-

sphere to which the signals were directed-

The results of the Dimond (1970) and the Dimond and Beaumont

(I97ra) studies show that at least some of the processing of in-

formation withín hemispheres appears to be sequential. If the

processing was not sequential (i.e., in parallel), the response

18
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times for the three simultaneous presentation conditions wouÌd

have been the same" In addition, Dimond's (1970) result, that

the right hemisphere showed a greater latency of response times

than the left hemisphere when two signals were directed to it

simultaneously, appears opposite to the results of Jeeves and

Dixon (1970), who found faster response tlmes for the right hemi-

sphere than for the left hemisphere. Hourever, Dimond and Beaumont

(1g71a) found that the left hemisphere consistently produced more

errors of cornmission than the right. One possibility is a speed-

accuracy tradeoff. What Dimond's subjects made up for in speed'

they lost in accuracY.

Ontheotherhandrmoststudieshavefoundarightvisual
field (left hemisphere) superiority. Isseroff, Carmon' and

Nachson (Lg74) discussed the idea that recognition of Latin letters

presented to one visual field at a time is faster in the ríght

field than in the left field. The slight prolongatíon of response

times to Latin letters presented as stimuli in the left visual

field is attributed to a time delay due to a necessary trans-

ca110sa1 transmission of the verbal content of the letters from

the right to the left hemisphere, which is dominant for speech.

The superior accuracy of the right visual field in recognition

of verbal material has been exptained in terms of cerebral dominance'

However, when stimuli containing verbal information was presented

simultaneously to the two fields, the left field had superior

recognition. These differences might be attributed to a directional

reading bias. Mishkin and Forgays (1952) and Orbach (1953) have

reported that Hebrew and Yiddish, which are scanned in the opposite

directiontoEnglishwords,areidentifiedbetterfromtheleft
fietd in unilateral tachistoscopic exposures' These data are

contrary to a directional reading bias hypothesis' Isseroff et

al. (Lg74) attempted to clarify whether righ'b visual field su-

periority (i.e., the short latencies to verbal material) transcends
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the directional scanning tendencies associated vlith the stimulus'

Tvro sets of English word.s were used as stímuli: Normal (NO)

and mirror-image (¡¿I) words" The stimuli were back-projected onto

a screen equipped with a central fixation light' The subjects

responded verbally, calling out the word that they sau' tripping

a voice-keY.
Theresultsshowedthatresponsetimes\^Ierefasterfor

stimuli e>çosed in the left hemisphere (right visual field) than

forstimuliexposedintherighthemisphere.Responsetimesto
NO words were faster than response times to MI words'

The results from this experiment could be e>çlained in

other ways than speed of processing time' The processing speed

could be the same speed for each hemisphere, but verbal responses

could be generated more quickly when the teft hemisphere is stimu-

Iated directty (i.e., no transcallosal transmission). In other

words, because speech is localized in the teft hemisphere, any

stimuli directed towards the right hemisphere must be transmitted

tothelefthemispherebeforearesponsecanbegenerated.This
indirect transmission through the right hemisphere to the left may

be enough to accorrnt for the increased latency of stimuli in the

left visual field. A second experiment (Isseroff et al', 1974)

invesÈigated thís possibility by measuring the speed of manual

responses to the verbal stimuli employed in the previous experiment'

Iftherightvisualfieldsuperiority,manifestedinfaster
responsetimes,isduetoverbalresponse'itwouldbeexpected
than manual response times would be similat fot stimuli exposed

ineithert'herightorleftvisualfields.However,alefthemi-
sphere(rightvisualfield)superiorityintermsoffastermanual
response times was found for both stimulus presentation categories

(NOandMIwords),andwasmaintainedforbothright-andleft-
hand responses- This evidence also fails to support the Jeeves

and Dixon (1970) finding of right cerebral hemisphere superiority'

' ,.: :.::. :-:_: I
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Jeeves and Ðixon (1970) had. rank ordered the hemispheres

by directíon from which the stimulation arrived (left and right

visual fields) and the side from which a motor response was re-

quired (left or right hand response). If the results of Dimond

(1970) and of Isseroff et aI. (:l:g74) are also ranked according to

the categories of Jeeves and Dixon, an interesting relationship

emerges (Table I). The ranking for the Jeeves and Dixon data

between the nasal and the temporal hemiretinae are the same.

However, the ranking of the results from Dimond gives a strongi

negative correlation with those of Jeeves and Dixon, especially

for the nasal condition (rho equals -.80 for the nasal condition

and -.40 for the temporal condition). Considering the different

tasks required of the subjects, it appears that the results from

the Tsseroff et al. (1974) study are closer to those of Dimond

than to those of Jeeves and Dixon, again especially for the

nasal conditÍon (rho equals +-80 for the nasal condition and

+.50 for the temporal condition when compared to Dimond's re-

sults).
Much of the difficulty, both within and between all the

studies discussed to this point, can be attributed to apparatus.

The apparatus used by Jeeves and Dixon (f970) is inconsistent in

the presentation of stimuli to the nasal and temporal hemiretinae'

The nasal and temporal presentation were completely different

from each other. There was no allowance for convergence nor

accommodation. No mention was made of the intensity of the

stjmuli other than that the nasal point souÏces were well above

threshold. Neither \^las the ambient illumination discussed' Thus,

afterimages could be confounding the results. In addition, there

lvas no control over the detection of a stimulus, directed to one

hemiretina, bY the adjacent hemiretina in the same eye'

The apparatus used in the experiments by Sampson and his

colleagues (Sampson, 1964¡ Sampson & Horrocks, L967 ¡ Sampson &

2L
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Spong, L96!a, t96lb) fares no better' There was no control kept

on eye movements. There were difficulties with overconvergencet

accommodation, and control of brightness'

!,lhelan (1968) overcame some of the problems of equipment

design. He designed his apparatus so that it could be adjusted

for each observer. All0wances were made for individual interocular

distances. His early experiments were done using cinJ film. The

lateronesusedacomputergenerateddisplaywithon_Iinecontrol,
so that onet and termination times and intersignal duratíon could

be varied within a run and were accurate and reproducible to a

millisecond. one part of the display could be altered while an-

othercouldbelefton.Tlrpically,manystimulivTerepresented
during one run' with the observers reading off stimuli as they

appeared. The apparatus allowed control of convergence and bright-

ness to suit the individual subject. However, the visual displays

were simirar to those used in some of the sampson studies (sampson'

L964¡ SamPson & Spong, L96La, 1961b)

BothSampsonandWhelanpresentedtheirstimulionaflat
screen (e.g-, Figure 4)- The stimuli presented to one eye \¡Iere

generalty directly in front of that eye, a few degirees to the right

orleftofthecenterofthedisplay,forpresentationtothe
temporalandnasalsidesoftheeye.Thismethodofpresentation
creates a problem in perception of the stimuli' The experimenter

doesnothaveprecisecontrolovertheretinallocationstimu-
lated. Because two stimuli are an equal number of degrees on

either side of a fixation point does not necessarily mean that

they witt stimulate retinal locations an equal- number of degrees

fromthefovea.Evenwhenslzmmetricalretinallocationsare
stimulated,dífficultieswithfactorsaffectingaccommodation
are encountered- These points wilt be expanded upon in a later

section.

22
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lnsert Figure 4 about here

Dimpnd (Lg7O, ]-,97I¡ Dimond & Beaumont, L9'7Ia, 1971b)

attempted to overcome these difficutties (Figure 3). He attempted

to control the accommodation factors. However, although the stjmulus

points are equidistant from the eyes relative to each other, they

are not equidístant from the eyes relative to the fixation point'

The fixation point is closer to the eyes than are the stimulus

points, In addition, the stimuli do not stimulate the retinae

at points symmetrical abouÈ the foveae. With the eyes focused on

the fixation point, the stimuli striking the temporal hemiretinae

are closer to the foveae than those striking the nasal hemiretinae.

The asslzmmetry about the foveae of the stimulation locations on

the retinae might account for the differences in detection between

the temporal and nasal hemiretinae.

There is variation in accuracy of report of stimuli across

the retina. Typícally, it is found that the farther from the fovea

that a stimulus strikes, the less accurate is the subjectrs report'

Dallenbach (1923) stated that those positions to the left of and

those above the fovea have an attentional advantage' The most

advantageous positíon of all is the position to the left and

below the point of fixation. Lefton and Haber (1974) found that

there was a change in response time associated with changes in

the retinal location of the stimuli: with increases in retinal

eccentricity from fixation, judgements required more time. fn

addition, they found no difference between judgements with respect

to visual field of Presentatíon'
At several different locations in the periphery of the

retina, Edwards and Goolkasian (L974) comparied the performance

of different processing tasks (detection, positional recognitiont

fetter identification, and word categorization). Their results

demonstrated a decrease in performance as the position on the

..ä l::r1: j::.1;::ì,:::::j,rì3 :-.r:::f .'-i
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Figure 4. Arrangement of stimuli from Whetan (f968).
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retína where a stimulus was presented moved from the foveal

region. In the far peripherat region of the retina, the subject

was able to make only accurate detection judgements. Edwards

and Goolkasian suggest that the retina consists of at least three

areas, based upon processÍng abilíties, $tith no sharp dividing

line between them.

Senders, Webb, and Baker (1955) found, however, that

observers, once they had some idea of what to observer \^lere

able to make more than usual use of the periphery of the visual

field. An example of this is the fact that people, when reading,

actually look ahead a considerable distance (Lawson, Lg6L; MorÈon,

Lg64). This looking ahead appears related to levels of difficulty

ín reading statistical approximations to English (Taylor & Moray,

1960). As the order of approximation to English decreases, the

level of difficulty of reading increases. Lawson (1961) and

Morton (1964) have found that the eye-voice span (i'e" the amount

that a person looks ahead when reading aloud) increases with in-

creasing redundancy of the material read. In additlon, Morton

(Lg64) found no change in the fixation time as a function of the

order of approximation, senders et al. (1955), while finding

that the frequency of fixations varied with the frequency of the

signal, also ascertained that the duration of fixations did not'

Itappearsrthusrthatinformationcanbeseenoverawidervisual
angle when it is Predictable'
Summary

There are a number of major theories of selective attention'

All of these theories are based on findings from experiments on

audition, which conceptualize the ears as separate input channels'

Difficultiesarise,however,whenexperimentersattempt
toemploytheauditorymodelsinrelationtovisionresearchin
selective attentron.
to thís discussion, for

T.wo Possible reasons, relevant

this; (1) the models are not applicable
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to vision; or Q) the experimenters have conceptualized the visual

system input channels incorrectly for the selective attention

models. obviously, the peripheral receptors of the two modalities

can be regarded as different' For example' the audítory receptors

are most sensitive to a specific range of pressure fluctuations

actinguponthehaircetlsinthecochleaandtheadequatevisual
stimulusisaspecificrangeofelectromagneticradiationacÈing
upon the photosensitive cells of the retina' However' the selective

attentionmodelsdescribefunctionsthatareconsideredcentralin
nature.Ther'eisnoapriorireasontobelievethat,oncestimulation
fromonemodalityhasenteredtheassociatiorrareasofthecortex,
itisprocesseddifferenttythanstimulationfromanothermodality.
If this is the case, then it can be assumecl that the models are

applicable to all modalities' This means that any difficutty in

applying the selective attention models to vision lies in the

conceptualization of the visual input channels'

There are at least three possibte visual analogues to

auditory input channels (disregarding each modaliÈy itsel-f as

an input channel). One possible conceptualization of a visual

input channel is each eye' The right and left eyes would each

be considered an input channel' The results of attempts to

formulatevísualinputchannelsthisway(Sampson,1964¡Sampson
& Horrocks, L967¡ Sampson & Spong ' L96La' 1961b) demonstrate

that it is very difficult, if at all' to obtain visual results

thataresimilartothefindingsfromaudition,usingeacheye
as a separate channel'

A second possible conception is that each visual field

(i.e., the right visual field and the left visual field) is an

input channel. An anatomical analysis of the visual system shows

that input from one visual field projects unilaterally to the

cerebrum.Ho\¡¡everrthereisnoknowninteractionbetweenthe
two eyes at any level more peripheral than the thalamic geni-

26
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culates. Yet there is processing of the stimutÍ at the retinal
lever. According to uttal (1973), there is some processíng of
stimulus information at the synaptic connectíons between the
photoreceptors and the bÌpolar cells, the bipolar cells and the
ganglion cells, and, probably, between the amacrine or horizontal
cerrs and the cerl-s of their respective layers. The fact that
the input to the two eyes is processed separately prior to the
lateral geniculates means that one shouLd be aware of Èhe pos-
sibl-e effects that this separate pregeniculate processing may

have on the results.
A third possible conception is that the separate input

channels are the hemireÈinal fields. An anatomical analysis
shows r 'r that half of each eye is unilateral to the hemispheres.
Although the inputs to different eyes from a visua1 fietd do

project to the same hemisphere, there is separate processing
prior to the lateral geniculate nuclei. Typically, there is
preservation of an anatomical point-to-point correspondence

throughout the entire pathway (ce1dard, 1972). This means that
the separate inputs to the visual field may project separately,
with no or little interaction, to the cortex. ff this is true,
then ít would support the conception of the hemiretínal fields
as separate input channels analogous to the ears. The research
of Jeeves and. Dixon (1970) and Dimond. (Dimond, L97O, A97I¡

Dimond. & Beaumont, L97La, l97l-b) demonstrate the use of this
notion. Unfortunately, these stud.ies, in the opinion of this
writer, did not provide an adequate empirical study of the con-

sequences of this manner of model-ling because of certain con-

founding attributes of the instrumentation used.

:4,\1.:'
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CHAPTER. TI

Dichopti,c Viewing Apparatus

As noted in the preceding criticism of apparatus used in

the varíous studies, there are at least three major factors that

should be controlled in designing dichoptic viewing apparatus:

convergence, accommodation, and retinal disparity' If these

factors are controlled, then other minor difficulties (e.g- t

an allowance for interocular variation between subjects) are also

regulated. converçfence can be controltred by the simple expedient

of fixating a single fixation point with both eyes. This is what

is typically done in any vision research that requires a stationary

eye field.
Although discrimínatÍons of depth differences based on

accOmmodation are neither precíse nor accurate over distances

greater than a meter or two (Graham, 1965), accodtmodation should

be regulated so that biasing effects of depth differences are

controlled and can be accounted for. The easiest method for

regulating accorunodation is to ensure that atl the stímuli are

equidistant from the retina. Most experimenters do attempt to

regulate accommodation. However, as \¡tas discussed with respect

to the apparatus used by Dimond (1970), difficulties arise if

all the stimuli are situated along a horizontal plane placed

in front of the eyes. The difficulty lies in the fact that,

as the visual angle between the fixation point and the stimuli

increases, so does the distance of the stimuli from the eye'

Thus, it is possible that a viewer rvould perceive a depth dif-

ference between the fixation point and stimuli that are x degrees

(where x I O) from the fixation point'

Thethirdfactortoberegulatedisretinaldisparity.
v,Ihen an observer looks at a scene, each eye does not see the

same configuration of objects within that scene- This variation

:lr:r:
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between the scene perceived by each eye is based on the fact

that the two eyes are situated in slightty different positions

with respect to the scene' Thus, each eye receives slightly

different images of the sane external objects. This factor is

a major component of depth perception (Baird, I97O¡ Ca:r:r | 1935;

Graham, 1965¡ He1mholtz, 1962)

Corresponding Retinal Points

corresponding points have been defined as 'lpoints on the

visual globes of the two eyes lthat] are apparently in the same

position with respect to the point of fixation, so that they

coicide with each other in the colünon field of view" (Helmholtz,

Lg62, p.403). To itlustrate (from carî, f935), an object is

placed in the median plane at a distance x. If this object is

fixated, it stimutates a small area in each retina. This area

is located in the same place in each eye, the fovea, and the

object is seen as single. Atl such pairs of areas are corre-

sponding retinal areas. ;: A second object is nor"¡ placed at

a distance of x-y units in front of the eyes. The first object

(at distance x) is fixated and the second (at distance x-y) is

observed. The second object witt be seen as double if the dis-

parity between it and the first is great enough, or, if the

disparity is not great, the object will be seen as single, but

as nearer or farther away than the first. The second object

stimulates an area in each retina, but, unlike the first, the

retinae are stimulated in different places. All such pairs

are known as noncorresponding or disparate retinal areas.

To be preciser ânY object is not seen as single or double

because it stimulates correspondíng or disparate areas respectively.

Instead, the correspondence or disparity relation of the two

retinal areas involved ís a postul-ate from the observable data:

an object ís perceived as single when it occupies certain positions

with respect to the two eyes and is perceived as double when it

29
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occupies certain other positíons'

Horopter

The horopter is defined as the locus of all points in

space falling on corresponding points in the t\4ro eyes'' with a

constant degree of convergence. All other locations are non-

horopteric positions. one example of a horopter is the vieth-

Muller horopter circle (Figure 5). The vieth-Muller horopter

cir$te is a circle that passes through the fixation point and

the first nodal Polnts of each eYe.

Insert Figure 5 about here

There are difficulties in determining the horopter em-

pirically. For example, the stimulating object always has a

certain size, and the two images often overlap in space: in

indirect vision, it is difficult to distinguish between exact

coincidence of the two images and the smaller degrees of doubling'

Thereisa}argeamountofguessworkinvolvedinanystatement
of the positions at which the objects must be located in order

to ensure exact correspondence' In addition' the two blind

spots must be allowed for. If they are not allowed for, a single

perceptoftheobject'mayresultalthoughtheobjectisnoton
the horoPter.

Constructionofahoropter(fromCarr,1935).Ìfthe
eyes fixate a point (FP), Iines drawn through FP to the fovea

ofeacheyewillbecontinuationsofthevisualaxisofthe
eyes.Ïfanobjectisplacedinthehorizontalplaneofthe
binocularfieldandmovedabout,varíousphenomenacanbeob-
served. when the object is nearer than FP, it will be perceived

as heteron)zmous doubte images (i'e', the image directed to the

righteyeislocatedontheleftsideofFPandtheimagedirected
to the left eye is located on the right). trnlhen the object is

more distant than FP, the images wilt be homonymous double imagies

'i:-;:,t:':-;:-::1
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Figure 5. The Vieth-Mu1fer horopter circle. Only if the points
P, Qr and R fie on a cÍrcIe wiLl their images fal-l on

corresponding points in the two retinae. The proof

is given in Graham, L965.
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(i.e., the image to the right eye is on the ríght side of FP,

and the image to the J-eft eye is on the left). At a specific

distance from the eyes, the object is percej-ved as singIe.

More generally, as a near object is moved away from the

eyes, the heteronymous double images gradually approach each

other. After acquiring spatial unity, they become homonlzmous

double images. A line drawn through the series of locations

that give a percept of spatial unity and FP will be an arc.

The continuation of this arc theoreticatly will pass through

the first nodal points of the eyes. The circle, formed thusly,

is a horopter circle.
once the horopter has been formed, the retínaÌ posítions

of pairs of corresponding areas can be determined. A straighL

line is drawn from any position of the horopter through the

first nodal point of each eye. The extensions of these two

tines on their respective retinae fall upon a pair of corresponding

points.
Dichoptic VieYing Apparatus DesÍgn

A stimulus source aÈ any point on the circumference of

a circle that passes through the first nodal points of the eyes'

a horopter circle, will stimulate areas of the two retinae (Figure

6). Although the two stimulated retinal areas will be equidistant

from the fovea of their respective eye, one area will be on the

nasal side of one eye and the other area will be on the temporal

side of the other eye. For example, a stimulus source, which is

tocated x degrees to the right of the fixation point, wi]l strike

the left temporal and the right nasal hemiretinae. A second

stimulus source' s)rmmetricat to the first stimulus (i'e" x

degrees to the left of the fixation point) on the circumference

of the horopter circle, will stimulate the left nasal and the

right temporal hemiretinae.

32
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Figure 6. Dichoptic apparatus schema. The eyes are fixated on

the fixation point. Points B and C are stimulus sourcest

intersecting at X on the horopter circle, that stimulate
., 't' 

t. 
.,

:::::::;:.:):) Corresponding points on the retinae.
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At this poÍnt the retinal locations of the stimuli are

regulated, but accomnodation of the eyes is not' If point X,

on the horopter circle (Figure 6), is considered, it can be

noticed that the distance beÈween point x and the 1eft eye is

greater than the distance between point X and the right eye.

In add.ition, the distance between the fixation point (FP) and

the eyes is not equal to the distance lcetween point x and the

eyes. To overcome these difficulties, one merely draws an arc

for each eye that passes through FP. The center of each arc

would be the first nodal point of the respective eye. To locate

the stimuli on the arcs, one continues the pathways from the

retinae to the stímulus sources on the horopter circle. The

sources for the left eye would be located at the intersection

of the pathways from that eye and the arc drawn from its nodal

point. similarly, the source locations for the right eye would

betheintersectionsofthepathwaysfromthateyeandthearc
drawn from its nodal point, screens are placed so that a source

directed at one hemiretina is prevented from stimulatíng another

hemiretina. Each source is now the same distance from its res-

pective hemiretína and each stimulates corresponding retinal

areas. Convergence is controtled by the viewer fixatíng the

fixation Point.
ïn sumnary, a point X is a point on the horopter circle'

A stimulus source at this point would stimulate points R and L,

both of which are retinal points the sa¡ne distance from the

fovea of their respective eyes (i.e., corres.oonding points).

However, the distance XL is greater than XR' Arc R and arc L

are drawn with their centers at the first nodaL point of the

right and left eye respectively and with equal radii' If the

pathway XR is extended to point B on arc R and xL extended to

point C on arc L and stimulus sources placed at these points'

the sources will still stimul-ate points R and L, and the distances

34
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from the sources will be the sane (i'e', distance BR equals

distance Ct ) . Similarlyr Paints can be found that stimulate

the right temporal and teft nasal hemiretinae and that are equi-

distant from these points. screens prevent a source projected

to one hemiretina from stimulating another hemiretina'

This design for dichoptic viewing apparatus solves the

problems of eye accornmodatíon and locus of stimutation on the

retina. It is suggesÈed that this design has better control

and more precision than typical apparatus in dichoptic viewing

situations.
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CHAPTER IIT

Experiment
I Introduction

The review of the literature suggested that the most áppro-

priate analogy to auditory input channels is the hemiretinal

fields. It also disclosed a paucity of apparatus that could sub-

stantiate the hemiretinae as input channels. As there is a lack

of good apparatus for dichoptic viewing using the hemiretinae, a

new design for dichoptic viewing apparatus is being suggested ín

this study. The major purpose of this study'..then' vras to con-

struct and validate this apparatus with respect to the hemiretínal

fiel-d.s as input channefs.

In order to ensure that there are few biasing effects from

the experimental paradigm, a methodology used in auditory selectíve

attention (Appendix A) has been used. It was thought that semantic

content of the stimuli might possibly confound any discussion of

the findings and that more quanÈitative studies should be ini-

tíated. Thus, the methodology used was one that "aimed hopefully

towards establishing a quantitative basis for theory in [selective
attentionl" (Moray, L97Ob, p.1071)

Tt was hypothesized that subjects would be able to perceive

information directed to the hemiretinae. Furtheïmore, the subjects

would be abte to discrimínate between inputs directed to two hemi-

retinae simultaneously. The predicted order of results was, from

easiest to most difficuLt in discrimination between targets: (t)

the condition in which only one input was presented; (2) the

condiÈion in r^¡hich targets were presented simultaneously to both

hemiretinae, although subjects only respond to one channeli

(3) the condition in which targets \^rere presented to only one

hemiretina (although signals were sent to two) r to which the

subject was to respond; (4) the condition in which targets were

presented nonsimultaneously to both channels, although subjects

36
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were to respond. only to one channeL; (5) the condition in v¡hich

subjects were to respond to only one channel although targets
were presented to either or both channels; and (6) the condition
in which responses were required to all targets, which occurred on

either or both channels. lf these results were obtained, then it
could be assumed that this apparatus is feasible for more inten-

sive research on visual selective attention.
Method

Subjects. The subjects were two unpaid volunteers from

the undergraduate program at the University of Manitoba. One

subject was male, the other was female. Both r¿ere 19 years of
age. The male had normal vision (i.e., he did not require cor-

rective lenses) . The vision of the female l^ras corrected to
normal by corrective fenses.

Apparatus. The conceptualization of the apparatus has

been discussed in Chapter II. However, the pertinent factors

of the apparatus will be briefly summarized at this poínt. There

are two major difficulties with respect to construction of di-

choptic viewing apparatus. One, in order to overcome the dif-

ficulty of maËching the placement of stimuli on the retina (i-e-,

to ensure that the sÈimuli stimulate the corresponding points

on the hemiretinae) the apparatus is designed using a Vieth-

Muller horopter circle. Any image tying on this circle will

fall on correspondíng points on the two retinae (Carr, 1935;

Graham, L965; Helmholtz, L962).

Another major difficulty is that of accommodation: a

stimulus must be the same distance away from the eye as is the

fixation point and any other stimuli. If stimuli are placed

on arcs passing through the fixation point, measured from the

first nodal points for each eye' no matter where on the arc

they are, they would maintain a fixed distance from the eye.

To ensure that corresponding points are stimufated from stimufi

4.1: a:t ' :j-'
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located equidistant from the eyes, the stimuli are located at

the intersection of the pathways that pass through a single

SpecÍfic location on the horopter circle, and the arc drawn from

the first nodal point of the respective eye. Screens are placed

so that a stimulus source cannot stimulate other hemiretinae.

These ideas are incorporated schematically in Figure 6 (see

Chapter II).
Response buttons, situated on each side of the viewing

apparatus within easy reach of the subjects' were employed to

signal the perception by subjects of targets in the appropriate

channel. Since targets were presented, at most, on only two

channels at any one time, only two response buttons were neces-.

sary. One response button each was required for the two channels.

To signal the presence of targets on both channels simultaneouslfr

it was necessary to depress both buttons at the same time,

The responses, targets, and nontargets were recorded on

an event recorder. The signal duration, target duration, and

interstjmulus interval (ISI) were controlled by Hunter timers

(model 110-C). The experimenter controlled the onset of the

targets by a pushbutton switch. To eliminate distractions by

extraneous noise, white noise was played through earphones to

the subjects during the sessions-

stimuli, The nontarget stimuli were bursts of light of

.lO microlVa|ts/cmz as measured by a Hewlett-Packard radiant flux

meter (model 83304) . The targets \^¡ere increments in intensity

over nontargets to .35 microtrtatts/cm2. Both stimulus sources

were monochromatic red (approximately 650 millimicrons). Each

stimulus source subtended I.43o of visual angle vertically and

.72o of visual angÌe horizontally at a distance of 20 inches

(50.8 cm.) from the eye. The intersection on the horopter circle

of the stimulus pathways from the same visual field was t3.6lo

of visual angle from the fíxation point. The fixation point
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was a yellow dot that subtended .10o of visual angle-

Each burst of light was IOO msec. in duration with an

ISI of 4OO msec. between bursts. The ambient irradiance Was

.05 micro!,Iatts/cm2. In all conditions, the onset and offset

of signals \¡¡as synchronÍzed for both channels-

Design. Runs of 500 signals per channel \^?ere PresenÈed

at a rate of two signals per channel per second. The conditions

of attention requlred were Single channel (S) mode, Select (St)

mod,e, Dedicated (D) mode, and Time-shared (TS) mode-

In S mode signals were sent to only one hemiretina at

any one time. No signals were presented to the other hemiretÍnae

aÈ that time. Because there are four hemiretinae (two hemiretinae

per eye) in this condition, there were four different. stimulus

presentations.
The St mode was subdivided into two subconditions: in

one, targets were presented to only one hemiretina (stl), although

nontarget signals were presented to two channels simultaneously.

In the other subconditions, targets were presented simultaneously

to both channels (St2). In either target presentation, the

subjects were required to attend to only one of the channels.

the experimenter informed the subjects at the begínning of a

session to which channel to attend. There were twelve (L2)

different presentations for each of StI and St2.

In D mode, similar to St mode, responses were required

for only one channel. D mode was afso subdivided into two sub-

conditions. One, the targets never occurred simultaneously

even though they were presented to both channels (D1). Two,

one-half of the targets from both channels did occur simultaneously

while the other half of the targets from both channels occurred

nonsimultaneously (D2) . In other words, 25 of the targets on a

channel occurred coinstantaneously with targets on the second

channel. The other 25 l-argei's v¡ere nonsimultaneous with targets
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on the second channel. In both D] and D2 modes there were twelve

(I2) different Presentations.
Time-,shared mode was the condition in which sets of signal-s

\^rere sent to each channel with targets occurring on either channel

of simultaneously on both channels. Responses hlere requÍred

whenever a target occurred. That is, if targets occurfed singly

on either channef or simultaneously on both, a response was

required. Both channels were to be considered as equally im-

portant. The number of completely different stimulus presen-

tations was six.
Ten percent of the signals on each channel \^lere talgets.

This means that there were 50 targets per channel of 500 signals.

The targets were randomly located in the signal stream' excepË

that no targets were able to occur sooner than the third signal

after the last ipsilateral or contralateral target. The duratíon

between the onset of a signal and the onset of the third signal

following was called a window, which allowed time for a subject

torespond.IntheD2andTsmodes,halfofthetargetsoccur-
red simultaneously, so that there were 25 singre targets on one

channel, 25 single targets on the other channel, and 25 simultaneous

targets Per run.

Procedure.Thedatacollectionoccurredínonetotv'o
hour sessions. There was a five minute break after every block

of 5OO trials, each of which took approximatellt five minutes to ¡rn'

Approximately six blocks of trials \^7ere run in an hour. The first

two bl-ocks in a session were considered vTai:Inup trials and were

not included in the results.
Before data collection of a condition began' however,

subjects \^Iere practiced to asymptote' The subjects were judged

to have reached asymptote when their measure of sensitivity (dr)

between targets and nontargets was constant over two blocks of

trials.Itwasfoundthattoreachas}rmptoterequiredbetween

ir:::::;:,.J:ì'ììì:1irì'r'::::':.ì;'
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10 to 15 hours of practice per condition. During the practice
sessions, subjects were exposed to all stimuli presentations
within the condition equally and rand.omly. This ensured that
the subjects wer:e not overpracticed on one type of stimulus
presentation and unexposed to other possible presentations wíthin
the condition. The results f,rom the practice sessions were not

included in the final computations. Tn both the practice sessions

and the data collection sessions, the subjects were told to detect
(and respond to) as many of the targets as posslble. At the

same time, they were to attempt to not respond to nontargets.

Tt was thought that these instructions would maximize the hit
rate (correct responses to a target) and minimize the false
alarms (responses to nontargets).

Scoring methodology. After a target occurred on a channel

(or two targets simultaneousl-y on both channels) no targets were

able to occur sooner than the third signal following. Thís

ínterval (the minimum target spacing), in which no more than

one target (or set of simultaneous targets) could occur, ralas

called a window (Figure 7) " A response anytime within a window

counted as a hit, provlded the response was ipsilateral with

the Èarget. A contralateral response within the window counted

as a false alarm for the contralateral channel and a miss for

the ipsilateral- channel. Except for the sirnultaneous targets
ín D2 and TS modes, if two responses occurred wíthin a window,

the ipsilateral response counted as a hit and the contralateral

ene as a false a1arm. If no response occurred in a windo\{ con-

taining a target, a miss was recorded for the ipsilateral ehan-

nel. Correct rejections \^¡ere recorded for those windows that

contained no targets and that received no response.

Insert Figure 7 about here

4I

The method of analysis that was used is called Contralateral
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Figure 7. Interaction rnode of presentation and scoring criterion.
D is ¡¡s sìgnal duration (100 msec.), ISI is the inter-
stimulus interval (400 nsec. ), I the target increment,

and !,i the window for scoring. A response inside this
window on the appropriate channel counts as a hit.
B is a BOTH signal, X is a oisjoint sigrnal (from

Moray, 1970b).
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Contingent Event Analysis (CCEA). The language and conceptualizations

are those of the Theony of Signa.l Detectability. CCEA is a method

of investigating the responses of a subject to a particular stimulus

with feference to an occurrence on a secondary channel (Appendix B).

Results and Discussion

There are three questions that can be asked relevant to the

results of this study. One, could subjects differentiatb signals stimu-

Iating different hemiretfnae? Two, if signats could be différentiated

using the hemiretinaL fields, do the results demonstrate that

the hemiretinae are an appropriate analogue to auditory input

channels (i.e., do the hemiretinae give results that are similar

to results obtained using the ears as separate input channels) ?

Three, is the apparatus employed in this experiment an appropriate

apparatus for investigating the hemiretinae as stimulus input

channels in vision?
If the results obtained from the hemiretinae are not

simifar to those from the ears, it may not mean that the apparatus

is not appropriate. It may merely mean that the hemiretinae are

not an appropriate analogue to the auditory input channels. How-

ever, íf the experimental findings using the hemiretinal fields

as input channels do show results similar to those obtained using

the ears as separate input channels, these findings would support

the contention that this apparatus is an appropriate apparatus

for investigating the hemiretinae.

The most common finding in studies investigating selective

attention in audition (Ir{oray, Fitter, Ostry, Favreau' & Nagy,

Ig75¡ Moray & OrBrien, Lg67; sorkin, Pohlmann, & Gilliomt 1973ì

Treisman & Geffen, Lg65ìr has been that selective attention affects

discrimination sensitivity (d') systematically so as to favor

selected messages over rejected messages, and favoring singte

or dedicated attention over tíme-shared attention. This appears

also to be the case in this study. Figure 8 shows the overall
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results of this experiment (note that the smaller the d' value,

the more difficult it was to discriminate between targets and

nontargiets).

Insert Figure I about here

Sing1e channel mode was run in an attempt to answer question

I (i.e., can subjects differentiate signats stinulating different
hemiretinae?). The literature (see Chapter T) supports the notion

that the hemiretinae can differentially respond to stimulation.
In this case, the large d' values (perfect detection of targets
was set at an arbitrary value of 10.O) depicted in Figure I sug-

gest that neither subject had much difficulty in detecting the

targets. These data, then, merellz support previous research and

do not demonstrate that this apparatus is any better than appar-

atus, previously used by other researchers investigating the

hemiretinae.
A better evaluation of the appropriateness of the apparatus

employed in this experiment may be obtained by a comparison of

the other conditions in the experiment with the similar conditions

in auditory research. Moray et aI. (1975) have discovered an

elaborate fine structure fo auditory attention. Vühen attention

is divided between two messages, the detection of a target in

one message falls only at those moments when a hit or a false

alarm is given to the second nessage. At those moments when a

correct rejection is made on the second messagfe, performance is

indistinguishable from Single channel mode. Specific to the

order of results, their results show that single channel mode

would be the easiest for subjects to discriminate -between targets

and nontargets, Dedicated mode, and then Time-shared mode.

In this experiment, in Select mode there are two subcon-

ditions: (I) targets were presented to only one channel with

responses required of that channel alone (Stl) ' and (2) targets
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Figure 8. Mean dt values for each subject for each presentation

mode. Subject 1 is labetled I and subject 2 is label-led

2 in each mode. S is Single channel mode, Stl is
Sel-ect 1 mode, SE2, Select 2 mode, Dl, Dedicated I
mode, and TS, Time-shared mode.
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\à¡ere presented to both channefs simultaneouslyr no nonsimultaneous

targets occurring, with responses required only to one channel,

of which the subject was informed before the session beqan (St2) -

Each subject appears to have had less difficulty rvith St2 mode

than with StI mode in Ciscriminating targets (Figure 8). That is,

the results show that the St2 mode presentation seemed to be a

superior condition than the Stl mode presentation. Target de-

tection was better (dr was higher) in the St2 mode than in the

Stl mode, This resuft was Èo be expected. Simultaneous targets

all-ow the subject to switch his attention betiqeen channels without

Iosing any information about the presence or absence of a target.

If targets are -oresented to only one channel and if sr:bjects do

switch channels without instructions or necessity to do so' then

target information can be tost when the subject is attending to

the rejected channel and a target occllls on the accepted channe].

Suirjects d.o so¡netines attend to the rejected channel (Moray' l97Oa¡

Treisman, 1964).

In Ðedicated mode there are again two subconditions: (1)

targets vlere presented nonsimultaneously to both channels with

no Ëargets occurring símultaneously (D1), and (2) one-half of

the targets on both channels occurred nonsimultaneously with

targets on the other channel and the other one-half of the targets

on both channels occurred simultaneously (D2). In both subcon-

ditions, the subjects were informed as to which channel to attend.

Figure 8 shows the relationship of the DI dr values to the other

modes of presentation. Tt is apparent thaÈ.each subject had

more difficulty (a lower d' value) in discriminating between

targets and nontargets in this condition than in the two Select

modes and Single channel mode. D2 mode results witl be discussed

later.
The data depicted in Figure 8 for the Time-shared mode

are from the marginal totals of the contingency event matrix
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(discussed later). The data demonstrate an increase in discrimin-
ation difficutty between targets and nontargets relative to the
Single channel mode, the two Select modes and Dedicated 1 mod.e.

Thus far, the order of dífficulty for the different con-

ditions agrees with the order of resufts obtained by Moralr et
al. (1975). However, Moray has also suggested a pattern of re-
sults obtainable when a response on one channel is paíred with
a contingent everìt on the second channel. Detection of a target.

on one channel is more difficult when a target (actual or imagined)

is perceived on the other channel.

The Dedicated 2 mode data can be tabled as to whether a

target (T) or no target (Nt) was present on the rejected channel

when a particular response (i.e., hit, miss, false alarm, or

correct rejection) was made on the accepted channel (Table 2).

fn all cases, the situation in which there was a target on the

contralateral channel (X/T) had a lower dt value than the situ-
ation in which there was no target on the contralateral channel

(X,/NT). Because dt/î is always lower than d',/NT, it is suggested

that discriminatíon of targets is more difficult for the sub-

jects when a target is present on the contralateral channel.

T:::::. T??1:. ?. *?Y:. l:::
The Time-shared mode results can also be tabled as to

the response .of the subjects to the contralateral channel (Table

3). ft can be noted that, whenever a target was detected (and

responded to) on the contra]ateral channel . there \4/as more dif-

ficulty in detecting a target on the ipsilateral channel than

if no target was detected on the contralateral channef. fn
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Subject 1 Subject 2

Channels Channels

RNLT LT

x./T
X/NT

r. 985
7 .600

LT

2.400
4. s70

RT

xlr
X/NT

1.985
5.360

LT

2.580
6.r7 5

RT

XlT
X/NT

6.L75
7. 350

RN

6.7 50
7.L95

IN

xlr
x/nr

2.745
3. s25

RN

5.842
7 .820

LN

xlr
X/NT

2.810
3.780

RN

2. 580
3.025

RT

xlr
x/ur

2.350
3. I57

RN

2.227
2.555

RT

xlT
X/NT

2. ttz
3.740

RT

6.7 50
7.820

LN

x/r
X/NT

2,1r2
3.297

RT

2.925
2.247

LN

xlr
X/NT

2.74s
4.200

LT

2. r12
7.820

LN

xl1
X/NT

L.s49
5.99s

LT

2.330
5. s80

LN

xlT
X/NT

2. 580
6.870

2.170
3. 600

xlr
X/NT

2.Or7
2.705

2.925
3.815

Note. Maximum dfvalue = 10.0.

Table 2. D2 mode drvalues.
simultaneously on

One-half of the targets occurred
both channels.
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addition, if the subject missed a target on the contralateral
channel, he had less difficulty in d.etecting an ipsilateral
target than if he had correctly judged that no contralateral
target was present. A comparison between mean d'/C (Table 4)

and the dr vaLue for Single channel mode (Figure 8) shohrs little
difference. Comparing the combined mean of d'/H and d'/F against
d'/C (Tabfe 4) shows that, again, the difference in detection of
targets is towards more difficulty if a target is present on the
ipsilateral channel. When performance was contingent on a contra-
lateral miss, d'/M, it can be observed that, generally, the de-

tection of the targets is better than in any other situation in
TS mode,

Insert Tables 3 & 4 about here

To recapituLate, whenever a target is responded to, whether

actually present or merely belÍeved to be present, on the second

messaEe, subjects appear to have more difficulty in detecting a

target on the first message. If, however, a correct rejection
is made on the second message, performance is indistinguishable
from Single channel mode. These results agree closely with the

results of Moray et al. (1975).

This study, in the opinion of the author, has shown that
the apparatus employed in this experiment is useful for dichoptic
viewing tasks. Subjects can differentiate between stimuli pre-
sented to different hemiretinae. In addition, presentation of
stimuli to different hemiretinae appears to produce results similar
to those obtained in dichotic presentations, especially to those

obtained in the studies by Moray (1970a), Moray et al. (1975') ,

and Sorkin, Pohlmann, and Gilliom (1973). This finding supports

the opinion that the hemiretinal fields are analogous to the

ears as separate input channels and enhances the suitability
of this apparatus. The apparatus ensures a precise placement of
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ContralaËeral Contingencies

MH

Subject 1

Subject 2

3.242
4,8394

2.289
4.8L44

6.435

7. 338

9.640

6.7T8

B. 501

s. 935

A*The combined mean of the hits and false alarms.

Table 4. The mean drvalues from TS mode. For comparison,
the conbined mean drvalue of híts and false al-arms
ís íncluded.
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visual stimuli. There is control, not only of the distance from
the eye that the stimuli are (thus regulating accommodation), but
also of the location on the retina that is stimulated (i.e-, on

corresponding points controlling retinal disparity). rt. is sug-
gested. that the regulation of this depth information (accommodation

and. retinal disparity) restricts outsíde influences that mav

affect the response made by a subject.
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CHAPTER TV

Overview

There are a number of theories of selective attention.
All of these theories are based on findin-os from experiments
on audition, which involved the conceptualization that the ears

were separate input channel-s. The usefulness of this formulation
is supported in the literature of selective atËerrtion in aud.ition
(e.9., Broadbent, 1958; Cherry, 1953; Moray, 1970a)

Although the supporters of the various models of selective
attentÍon imply that the mod,els are applicabl-e to findings from

vision research in selective attention, difficulties have

arisen when experimenters attempted to apply the models to
vision research data. If the assumption that the auditory models

are applicable to vision is valid, the difficulties must lie in
the appropriateness of the analogues between vision and audition.

A review of the literature suggests that the most appro-
priate analog-y to auditory input channels is the hemiretinal.
But there is a lack of good apparatus suitabl-e for examining

the hemiretinal fields as input channefs. The major purpose

of this thesis is to conceive, design, and evaluate a new ap-
paratus for dichoptic viewing, especially with respect to an

appropriate analogue with auditory input channels.

Illustrative data obtained in a preliminary experiment,

employing the apparatus, demonstrates a close agreement with
results obtained ín studies in aud.itory selective attention
utilizing a similar experimental methodology (Moray, L97Oa,

L97Ob¡ Moray et aI., L975). For example, the order from easiest
to most difficult for target detection that Moray (1970a, 1970b)

and Moray et aI. (1975) obtained for their conditions was Single

channel mode, Select mode, Dedicated mode, and Time-shared mode.

The obtained order in this study was the same (Single channel

mode, Sel-ect 2 mode, SeLect l mode, Dedicated 1 mode, and Time-
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shared marginal mode). Furthermore, it was found that discrimination
sensitivl-ty was systemat.J-ca3-ty affected by a contingent event on the
contralateral channel, sírn-ilar to the findings of aud.itory selec-

,,,, tive attention. That is, when attention was divided between two

*essages, the detection of a target by a subject was better (larger
d! value) at those moments when a hit or a false alarm was not
given to the contralateral channel.

,, These data are interpreted as providing support for the
i notion that the apparatus employed in the experiment is an ap-

,: 
propriate means of eval-uating the hemiretinae as separate input
channels. The fact that the results of the experiment approxi-

i mate those obtained in audition Lend support to the contention

I that the hemiretinae are an appropriate analogue to the ears as

i input channels. However, more rigorous experimentation is neces-

i sary to substantiate thís view.

Suggestions for Besearch
There are a number of direcÈions one coufd go on the basis of

this research. For instance, if the hemiretinal fields are substan-

i aiated as appropriate analogues to the ears as input channels, cïoss-
I *odal and intersensory research could be initiated. This type

I of research would assist in the evaluation of the degree of de-

.l eendence between sensory systems; that is, are different modalities
completely independent of each other, completely dependent, or

r, merely partially dependent? Each idea involves a different con-
nan+,rrlization of the mechanisms of perception.vvyLsq!-

A second suggestion is depth perception research. The

concept of the horopter has been a val-uable tool in the under-

ì standing of retinal disparity (Baird, l97O¡ Carr, 1935; Graham,

1965¡ Helmholtz, L962) - But the traditional- horopter has not
regulated accommodation effects. fn addition, when accommodation

has been investigated., the concept of the horopter has not been

utiLized. This means that disparity could have been confounding
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the data. This apparatus regulates both factors (plus convergence

because the eyes are fixated on the fixation point). Thus, one

factor can be varied independenLly.of the other.

A third proposal for research involves a discrepancy be-

tween theory and the real world that has been discovered by the

use of the apparatus. Part of the concept of the horopter is

that stimuli directed to corresponding poínts on the retinae

should eticit a percept of a síngle image or objecb (Carr' 1935;

Helmholtz , 1962). This was not the case in this study when

stimuli were directed to the same hemisphere (e.9., the right

nasal and teft temporal hemiretinae were stiinulated simultaneously),

although the stimuli were supposedty directed to corresponding

points. subjects were able to detect targets in this situation.

Experimentation on this point may result in a reformulation of

the concept of the horoPter.
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APPENDIX A

Experimental Methodology

One difficulty in analyzing data from sefective êttention
experiments is that typically the stimuli have sernantic content
(e.g., Broadbent, 1958; Cherry, 1953; Moray, I97O¡ Taylor 6,

Moray, 1-960; Treisman, 1960; Treisman & Geffen' 1967). Vtrhen

analyzing such data, it is difficult to tetl whether the obtained

effects are a result of a peripheral analysis (e.9., at a switch'
preprocessor, attentuator, or capacity allocator) or hígher level
semantic analysis in the cortex. Nevertheless, this research

has Led to plausible qualitative generali-zations. Howeverr little
quantitative theory has emerged (Moray, 1970b). Furthermore, it

is difficult to know whether the visual system reads the language

the same as the auditory system hears it. Since it is not known

how similar the two modalities process language' the best way to

begin might be a quantitative study of selectíve attention at a

non-semantic level.
Recent experiments in auditory selective attention have

used tone bursts as signals (Moray, L97O; Moray, Fitter' Ostry,

Favreau' & Nagy , L975¡ Sorkín, Pohlmann, & Gilliom, 1973) -

Typicatly tone bursts of different frequencíes are delivered to

separate ears. The task of the subject is to discriminate be-

tween nontargets and targets. The targets were the same as the

nontargets with the exception of a slight change in one char-

acteristic (e. g., d change in íntensity, duration, or even freqr:ency).

In Moray's experiments (I97Oa, 1970b) there were four

conditions of presentation: single mode, in which only one ear

was used, the other being sitent throughout; select mode, in

which both ears received tone bursts, but the listeners vrere

to ignore one ear completely and respond only to the other;

XOR mode, in which both ears received tone bursts to which the

A1
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the listeners were to respond, but targets never occurred simul-

taneously; and IOR fiiode, in which targets could occur either on

he left ear, on the right ear, nelther, or simul-taneously on

. both. In addition, Moray included a control condition using

IOR presentation mode. In this condition the listeners were

to ignore the single targets and were to respond only to tt¡-e

simultaneous pairs (a logical- AND presentation) '

A strange fact is that, although the various models developed

: to account for selective attention data purport to explain simul-
ì

I taneous targets (Broadbent, 1958; Kahneman, L973¡ Treisman, 1960) '
, they have not investigated the logical AIID mode of presentation-

rrMost of the experiments have been either select Mode.--or, more

rarely, XOR [ModeJ (Treisman and Geffen, 1967, for example) "

I (Moray, Lg7Oa, p.rg5). Morayrs (1970a, I970b) results demonstrate

' that the detection of AND presentations depends upon the differences

i Setween targets and nontargets. For example, targets with a large

increment in intensity were more detectabfe than targets with a

smaller increment in intensity. The AND signals were better

i ¿etected as the difference between targets and nontargets increased'

The general order of results from best detection level to poorest

, was select, single, xoR, IOR, and the control condition (i.e.,

, the logical AND)

A2
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APPENDIX B

ContrâIaterãt Contingent Evelt Analysis

Contralateral Contingent Event Analysis (CCEA) as adapted

by Moray, Fitter, Ostry, Favreau, and Nagy (1975), is a method

of using the Theory of signal Detectabillty for quantitatively

analyzing experirnents where a humanrs information processing

ability is divíded with a view to discovering whether or not

messages can be processed independently.

If a stream of events are presented to a perceiver, some

of which are targets Èo which he should respond "yes", and others

nontargets to which he should respond "notr, the stimulus-response

stream then consists of four classes of events: Hits (H), Misses

(M), False alarms (n), and Correct rejections (C) - Ithen the

frequencies of occurrence of these classes of events are converted

to probability values, one can calcutate the values for dt and B
associated r'sith those events.

Considering a Time-shared situation in which t\^to messages

are presented and the perceiver is required to respond to both

messages, detecting targets in each, one could make the a priori

assumption that if the messages are independently processed one

could proceed as for a single channel case (Moray & OrBrien'

L967¡ Treisman & Geffen, Lg67). However, this a priori assumption

of independent processing is unlikely to be warranted (Moray et aI. '
Lg75). Each kind of stimulus-response pair for channel I can be

paired with four kinds of events on channel 2 and vice versa:

H1/H2 (the number of hits occurring on channel I at moments when

a hit ís also made on channel 2), HL/F2 (the number of hits

occurring on channel 1 at moments when a false alarm is made on

channel 2), HI/M2 (the number of hits occurring on channel I at

moments when a miss is made on channel 2), anð' HL/C2 (the number

of hits occurring on channel 1 at moments when a correct rejection

B1
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is made on channel 2). Tables B.I, 8.2, and 8.3 sumrnarize the

events that comprise the set of experiments required. to inves-
tigate exhaustivel-y the phenornena for Single channel- mode, Dedicated

mode, 4nd Time-shared ¡node.

Insert Tables B.I, B-2, and 8.3 about here

Single channeL (S) mode is the condition in which only

.. one message is presented to the perceiver. Dedicated (D) mode

', is the condition in which two messages are presented but only

' one is to be processed, the other being rejected. Time-shared
'

ì (TS) mode is the condition in which two messages are presented

and both must be processed. The matrices for S and D modes are

I self evident from the point of view of how to calculate the

r relevant statistícs. In S mode (Table 8.1) hit probability is
given by the contents of bell I divided by the contents of cell
1 and cell 3 (1,/tf+31) and false älarm probability is glven by

i 2/(2+4). In D mode (Table 8.2), there are two hit proba-bilities,
dependent upon whether there was or was not a target on the re-
jected message at the moment that the data were collected. These

are given by 2/ (2+6) and, 4/ (4+8) and false alarm probabilities
are given by L/ (1+5) anð. 3/ (3+7). In the case of TS mode (Table

8.3) there are four conditions under which a hit can be made in
a channel. For example, if the cefls were numbered as in the

tabì-e, one would have:

1. d! channel L/H2.. ..p(H) =I/ (7+9), p(F)=5,/(5+t3)

2. dl channel L/F2.. , .p (H) =2/ (2+]-O) , p (F) =6/ (6+L4)

3. d' channel 2/1il....p(H)=1/(1+3) ' p(F) =2/(2+4)

4. d' channel- 2/FL.. . .p(H) =5/ (5+7J, p(F) =6/ (6+A) .

The extension of such cal-culations for the remaining cases is
evident and will not be made explicit here.

This method allows a fairly fine grain analysis due to

the ability of TSD measures to distinguish sensitivity from

B2
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Table 8.1. Single channel mode input,/output matrix. T means

that the i'nput was a target and NT that the input

was no target (from Moray et al., L975).

B3
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Tab1e 8.2. Dedicated mode contingency matrix. NT,/NT means that
there were no targets presented at that time an either
chAnnel, T/NT that the accepted channel had a target
but there was no target on the rejected channel, NI/T

that the accepted channel had no target at the same

time that the rejected channel had a target t and'I/T
that both channels had targets simultaneously (from

Moray et al. ' 1975).

B4
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CCEA matrix for time-shared mode- This is

input/output matrix but a contingent event

H is hits, F, false alarms, M, misses, and

rejections (-from Moray et al. , 1975) -

B5Chattaway

Table 8.3. not an

matrix.
CÌ correct
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responsebias.Becauseofthisthesequencesonthetwochannels
need not be statistically independent if one wished to determine

whether the two messages are Processed independently (Moray et

al, , Ig75) -;.-,r.,,
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.APPENDTX C

The follow.ing are data tables for sensitivity (dt ) values

for discrimínation between targets and nontargets. The maximum

value allowed was 10.0, set arbitrarily. This value represents
perfect discrimination of the targets. The lower the d' value,
the more difficult it was for the subjects to discriminate be-

t\,reen targets and nontargets. For a description of how these

values were obtained from the responses of the subjects, refer
to Appendix B.
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Channel

Table C.1. Single channel mode dr values'

LT LN

8. 054
6.647
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Nontarget Target Channel
Channel, RN RT LT

Subject
RN

RT
LN
LT

Subject
RN

RT
LN
LT

3.570
3.245
7.2r8

3.135
3.827
2-520

4.209

4-524
7.652

6.750

3-237
3.755

10.000 3.365
7.652 2.400

2.727
10. 000

3.237 3.L77
2.855 5.257

3.462
4.L63

Note. Maximum dr

Table C.2. Select
is the right nasal
LN, the left nasal,
retina.

value is 10.00O.

I mode input,/outPut matrix. Rt{

hemiretina, RT, the right temPoral,
and LT, the left temPoral hemi-
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Nontarget Target Channel
Channel RT LT

Subject

RN

R.T

LN
LT

Subject

RN

RT
LN
LT

a-.Å2e
6.285
7.2L8

3-732
6.555
5. 708

7 .470

4.118
4.O25

4.932

3. O80
4.L63

6. 555 6.834
7.155 7.652

4.706
6.405

3.873 4.053
3.732 6.405

3. 873
3. 568

Table C.3. Select 2 mode input/output matrix.
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Nontarget Target Channef
Channel RT LT

Subject t
RN

RT
LN
LT

Subject 2

RN

RT
LN
LT

'.Àiu3.740
4.6L5

5-470
3.200
3. 100

4.6l-5

3.415
4.240

3.2L5

5.470
7.A65

3.630 7.635
4.615 7.310

6.955
4.O40

2.850 3.015
r-2ro 3.565

2.745
3.230

Table C.4. Dedicated I mode input/output matrix'
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Channel 2
LTChannel 1

RN LN

Subject 1

RN

RT
LN
LT

Subject 2

RN

RT
LN
LT

3.040
3.420
3.630

3.060
3.220
6;I2O

4.225

3.300
3.970

3.395

3.380
4-L40

3.450
3. 850

3.370

2.5r5
2.990

2.925

3.140
7.100

':11o

2-780
3.370
2. 580

Table C.5. Input/output matrix for the Time-shared
mode marginal totals.
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APPENDIX D

The following are data tables for response bias val-ues

for discrimination between targets and nontafgets. These Values

represent the decision criterion of the subjects for a particular

condition. These values Were obtained in the same nanner as were

those in Appendix C (i.e.' see Appendix B).

D1
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ChannelSubject LT

I
2

.133
4.62A

5.873
32.737

.286 26-A89
25.093 20.619

Table D.1. Single channel mode.
hemiretina, LT' left temPoral' RT,
and LN, left nasal hemiretina.

RN is right nasal
right temporalt
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Nontarget Target Channel
Channel RN RT LN LT

Subject 1

RN I.237 1.000 35.810
RT 28.IO2 .000 5.793
LN 15.643 2.562 L5.476
LT " 000 .000 1.000

Subject 2

RN 2.2xlO4 58.889 L6.452
RT 60.842 32.979 9.7xIO4
LN 16.881 58.956 53.026
LT 2L.O97 9.252 27-542

Table D..2, Select 1 mode input/output matrix.
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Nontarget Target Channel
Channel LT

Subject

RN

RÎ
LN
LT

Subject
RN

RT
LN
LT

';:;;'4.4xIO4
.000

18.789
2.9xlo4
7.8x].o4

.000

3.570
6.306

7.628

61-602
27.542

3. OxlO4
.000

3. 7x104

38. 332
18. 789

22-r20

. o00

.000

1:22*

37.E32
3.7xLO4

'1ll'

Ta.bte D.3. Select 2 mode input,/output matríx-

D4
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Nontarget Tarqet Channel
Channel RN LN LT

Subject
RN

RT
LN
LT.

Subject
RN

RT
LN
LT

;-;;,
I.567

13.103

9.0x10=
17.252
13.51_7

13.103

6. 163
4. 801

27.203

8.9xlO4
" 001

l-9.6L9
13.103

30. 380

20.4o4
7.8xLO4

12-22L

.000

.000

-:::o

59. 817
4.720

2L.487

Table D.4. Dedicated I mode input,/output matrix-



Chattaway D6

Channel I Cliannel 2

RN RT LN LT

Subject l-

RN 4.625 9.257 7.699
RT 2.OL2 L.967 .000
LN I.670 3.28L L.220
LT 4.350 2.542 7.508

Subject 2

RN 14.006 9.558 15.250
Rr I8,O22 8.739 7.682
LN 7.130 50.433 r7.o17
LT 8.26L 25.256 7-582

Table D.5. Input,/output matrix for the time-shared
marginal totals.
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ChattawaY

Subject 1 Subject 2

x/,r
X,/NT

.477
1.566

2.096
47.559

RT

2. 318
I.888

LN

Channels
RN RT

8.6x1o3
" 00t

Channels
RN RT

x/r
X/NT

RT LN

x/r
x/Nr

.355
4.359

LT

.466
" 001

LN

x/T
x/rrr

.901 2.534
2-4xLo4 2.2xLo4

LT LN

x/r
X,/NT

. L¿T+

.000

LT

.422
4.L42

RN

x/T
x/NT

L.404 -432
19.505 32.427

LT RN

x/'r
x/NT

2.268
.001

LT

" 611
11.507

RT

x/T
x/NT

2.268 L.345
3.7xLo4 2.oxto4

LT RT

x/r
x/Nr

.000

.000

RN

.000

.000

LN

2. 818
7 -937

RN

2.8xLo4
.001

LN

x/'t
xrlNT

x/'r
x/NT

1. 000
L.699

1. 345
4.747

x/T
x/NT

r.000 4.133
15.739 1o.415

Table Ð.6. Dedicated 2 mode

using CCEA (see APPendix B) '
resr>onse bías values calculated
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Chattaway D8

Channel
Contralateral Contingencies

HFMC
Subject 1

1 RN .490
2 RT .000

I LN .591
2 RT L.058

1 RN .96L
2 LN 1.359

I LT .000
2 RT .000

1 LT 1.908
2 RN .800

I LT .635
2 LN .681

. Subject 2

I RN 1.863
2 RT 2.043

1 LN .795
2 RT 3-L27

1 RN .777
2 LN 3.45r

I LT 3.343
2 RT 3.4xLO4

l LT L.497
2 RN 2.439

1 LT L.642
2 LN .92L

1.000 1.000
1.000 r.000

1.000 1.000
I. OO0 t.OO0

. OOO 9.5xlO3
1.000 2.2xLO4

l.OOO l.OOO
l.OOo 9.5x103

1.000 1.000
r.000 1.000

1.000 1.000
l.OOO 1.6x104

3. 6xIO4
3. ]x]04
3.2xLO4
3. 9xlO4

3.2xIO4
3. 8xIO4

2.oxLoâ
1. 000

3. 8xlO4
3. 3x104

3. 9xlo4
2-6xlo4

4.0x104
1. O00

L.256
1. 000

1. 000
1. 388

1.000
.000

1.000
3.2xLO4

1. 000
.000

1.000
3. 6xIO4

1.000
1. 000

r. 000
r. 000

1. OO0

.000

4.oxho4
1.000

T.146
1. 000

.000
1. O00

2.3xLo4
2.8xlo4

1.000
r.000

1. 000
1. 000

2.5xLo4
1.095

1.301
1.595

Table D.7. Time-shared contingent event matrix'


